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Vision Statement
Tweed Byron and Ballina Community Transport aim to provide quality
services for people living in our region, and to advocate for improved
transport options, especially for those affected by frailty, disability or
disadvantage.

In our client focus, we aim to:
 Reduce social isolation, and assist people to remain living at home for
as long as possible.
 Provide services that are culturally sensitive and match our client’s
needs
 Support people of all ages who are transport disadvantaged
In our service delivery we aim to:





Ensure the safety and comfort of our clients
Provide opportunities for volunteerism in the community
Encourage innovation, and flexibility of service
Promote a positive image of community transport

For our workforce, we aim to:
 Provide a safe and friendly workplace for our team of volunteers and
employees
 Encourage personal and professional development for team members
 Encourage team spirit, and foster the values of diversity, community
service and sustainability.
Adopted July 2010
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President’s Report
It’s a pleasure to present the Annual Report for Tweed Byron & Ballina Community Transport
Inc. in the financial year from 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2013. The organisation has performed
extremely well, delivering just under 60,000 passenger trips overall.
On behalf of the Management Committee, I’d like to convey my sincere appreciation and
thanks to our dedicated team of Volunteers. 140 active Volunteers are registered with TBBCT.
Without the commitment and support of our drivers, Volunteer bus attendants and Volunteer
bus coordinators, we couldn’t exist. With growth in demand for our services, we are asking
more and more of our volunteers, and they continue to deliver quality, caring services to our
community. I’d like to make a special mention to those retiring volunteers who have given
many years of service to their communities.
I wish you all the best and thank you wholeheartedly on
behalf of the organization.
Tweed Shire was again a focus for growth this year due to
the ever increasing demand for services in this area. Our
staff and volunteers have fitted out the Tweed office and it
is a hive of activity. Ballina and Byron are also busy areas,
with an increased concentration on the delivery of services
using Community Cars across all areas.
TBBCT continues to prioritise services for Aboriginal clients to get to medical appointments,
and support for community groups. In September 2012 a contingent of staff and Management
Committee members attended the Aboriginal Transport Network Conference held in
Tamworth. TBBCT’s Manager Phil Barron delivered a presentation-“10 Years of Aboriginal
Transport” to the conference, outlining TBBCT’s record of excellence and innovative practices,
promoting and encouraging other services to engage with their local Aboriginal communities.
Dave Kapeen was a driving force behind the conference. On behalf of the committee I’d like to
thank Dave Kapeen for his dedication to serving the community, supporting ease of access for
services to ATSI clients in our area and across the country.
I’d like to thank all of the staff for the great job they are doing. Under Phil Barron’s leadership
the TBBCT employees work hard to support as many people as possible with transport. Our bus
and car drivers, Aboriginal transport development officer, fleet manager, finance administrator,
service administrators and general office staff work as a well functioning team to deliver
transport options to our community. Thank you to all.
I’d like to congratulate our new trainee Tamara who joined TBBCT this year on our Aboriginal
traineeship program; from all accounts she is a great asset to our team.
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Our Management Committee has done an excellent job this year. I’d like to thank Treasurer
Ken Montgomery; and committee members Sue Follent, Michael Dilli, Mark Moore, Paul
O’Reilly, and Ray Thompson for the time and effort they have volunteered to oversee the
management of TBBCT.
As I mentioned last year, a continuing challenge for management is to keep abreast of changes
to the funding environment. This year TBBCT along with other members of the North Coast
Community Transport Forum formed a new company “Advanced Community Solutions Ltd”
(ACS). ACS has been established as a client focused, person-centered, service provider
managed and owned company to secure funding grants under the reformed HACC and
disability competitive tendering system. TBBCT have been involved in strategic planning and
development of the vision, mission and strategic direction of the company. TBBCT Board
members met with members of the 6 North Coast CT Forum boards of Management to develop
protocols and to decide on the formation the company, and with board approval, Phil has been
an active participant in the development of Advanced Community Solutions Ltd over the past
12 months.
There will be continued changes in the Disability and Aged Care landscape, with the NDIS
currently rolling out in the Hunter and Geelong, and our State and Commonwealth government
funding agreements up for renegotiation and possibly open tender, after June 2015. TBBCT
have a proud record of service delivery to many thousands of people over more than 25 years
of operations, and with this history and with forward thinking Management we are well placed
to continue providing affordable and accessible transport to those in need in our communities.

John Commens
President
November 2013

John Commens presenting Volunteer Certificates
at Xmas in July 2013
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Treasurer’s Report
As you can see from the table below, TBBCT made a loss of $56,771 in the financial year to 30
June 2013. Revenue received - $2,241,329 made up of funding grants and client contributions.
Included in our revenue streams is approx. $111,000 non-recurrent funding for vehicles, our
community cars and buses.
We continue to operate in a situation where demand for service outstrips funding allocated.
Management have applied for growth funding to meet demand, and await the outcome of
these submissions. We have also communicated our position to our client base in a recent
contribution drive and have had a great response. This year we allocated a reserve of $250,000
for vehicle replacement, and this has been shown in the table below.
Our Balance sheet shows:

($000)

Assets
Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Total Assets
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Non-current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Vehicle replacement reserve
Assets Revaluation reserve
Accumulated surplus
Total Members Funds
Our Income Statement shows: ($000)
Revenue from continuing operations
Expenses
Profit (Loss) from continuing operations (000’s)

2013

2012

647
435
1,082

712
440
1,152

461
159
620
462
250
6
206
462

579
56
635
517

2,241
2,298

2,017
2,014

(57)
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I’d like to thank to Sue Ruhl, TBBCT’s financial administrator, who keeps management well
informed with regular financial reports. I’d also like to thank our auditors Cook and Cook
Accountants for assisting management with advice and for their work auditing TBBCT’s 2013
financial statements. A full copy of the financial report will be available at the Annual General
Meeting
Ken Montgomery,
Treasurer
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Managers Report
2013 was Tweed Byron & Ballina Community Transport Inc.’s 26th year of operations. Our service has
grown to be one of the largest and busiest providers of community transport in New South Wales, and
is unique in the range of services it offers to the community. TBBCT strives to support those affected by
frailty or disability, and their carers, as well as the transport disadvantaged in our community.
TBBCT are primarily funded by the Australian Government, through the Commonwealth Home and
Community Care (HACC) Program; and the NSW Human Services, Ageing Disability and Home Care,
Community Support Program (CSP). We report to Transport for NSW, for both the HACC & CSP
programs and the NSW Government Transport for NSW Community Transport Program (CTP). We also
receive funding from NSW Health specifically for patient transport to renal dialysis in the Ballina Shire.
In 2013 TBBCT provided just under 60,000 passenger trips across all of our service types and funding
streams. Most of these trips had volunteer involvement, whether a car driver, bus attendant, or
coordinator.
Bus Trips & the bus team
The majority of our trips this year have been to assist clients with shopping, or social and recreational
transport in our fleet of buses. We also utilise buses brokered from local bus operators. We realise how
important it is to try to reduce social isolation in our ageing and disabled community. Volunteer bus
coordinators and Volunteer bus attendants have been fantastic community builders, and by assisting to
get clients and their shopping home, enable our clients to live in the community for much longer than
they would otherwise be able to. TBBCT is an enabling service, supporting people to access the
community. We have a fantastic group of bus drivers, and coordinators and attendants who keep
passengers organised, assist our drivers, and help clients onto and off the bus with their shopping. An
important role of the coordinators is planning social trips with clients, keeping the passenger lists up to
date, and manning phones to ensure those wanting to travel are organised ahead of time. I believe
their diplomatic skills are second to none. Looking at our statistics for the year, we provided more than
37,000 passenger trips on buses, approx 14,700 were for shopping or access, and approximately 18,270
passenger trips to social, recreation or day care. Special thanks to our Volunteers in the Bus team.
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Taxi

Volunteer Drivers
Our team of Volunteer drivers are the major factor enabling TBBCT to provide the high level of quality
community car services across our 3 local government areas. We have about 100 current active
Volunteer drivers who provided 19,000 trips in 2013, mainly to medical appointments. We estimate our
volunteers clocked up approximately 665,000 kms, averaging around 35 kms per trip. Many trips were
much longer, to medical specialist destinations in Brisbane, Gold Coast and Lismore. In 2013, 8956 trips
were provided in volunteer’s own cars, assisting TBBCT to be flexible and responsive at a local level.
We have 12 volunteer-driven community cars including 3 specially modified wheelchair accessible
vehicles. Our community car drivers go to a lot of effort – garaging the car, dropping it off to the next
rostered driver, in a sometimes complicated and time-consuming hand over, as well as keeping the
vehicle in tip-top condition.

Volunteers and staff at Xmas in July 2013

Strategic Plan
We have worked consistently towards the goals outlined in the strategic plan 2010 – 2015 and the 2012
Strategic Plan review. In 2013 we have achieved:










Aboriginal Traineeships – In 2012 Kasey Donnelly completed her traineeship and was employed
on a permanent basis. We have recruited a new trainee Tamara Moon, who is working from our
Tweed office towards Certificate 4 in Business, on a 2 year traineeship contract.
Additional Community Cars
Better focus on supporting people with a disability in 2013 utilising wheelchair accessible
vehicles
Strong induction and orientation processes for volunteers
TBBCT auspiced funding for the North Coast Shuttle pilot program and worked with partners
Clarence Community Transport and Northern Rivers Community Transport in this project.
Moved to a larger office on Machinery Drive South Tweed
Leased an industrial unit in Ballina for garaging our Fleet.
Volunteer lounges – we partnered with Northern Rivers Community Transport in the Lismore CT
Driver Lounge

The strategic plan is a living document, and feedback is constantly sought to ensure we capture the
ideas of our clients, volunteers, staff and other stakeholders. Please don’t hesitate to contact the
Manager to discuss your ideas or concerns. All feedback is welcome.
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Networks & partnerships
TBBCT have been actively involved in a number of networks this year including the Tweed Community
Care Forum, Ballina, Lismore and Byron Interagency, Tweed Disability Interagency, Transport for Health
forum, and the North Coast Community Transport Forum. TBBCT works closely with Bullinah Aboriginal
Health Service, Byron Shire Respite Service, Ballina District Community Services Association, Bugalwena
Aboriginal Community Health, Murwillumbah Women’s Service, and many other community
organisations across the region. We are organisational members of the North Coast Community
Transport Forum, the NSW Community Transport Organisation and the Northern Rivers Social
Development Council. We also work closely with the NSW Health Transport Unit and we take part in
Transport Information Days across the region.
Local Government Councils are important sources of support. Ballina Council supports TBBCT with
vehicle accommodation in the Ballina Industrial Estate council depot, and Tweed Council allows TBBCT
to use its Murwillumbah depot, and supports us with mechanical advice and services for the buses
garaged on the premises. We really appreciate the support from Tweed Shire and Ballina Shire Councils.
TBBCT has a good working relationship with the North Coast Area Health Service, Health Transport Unit
(HTU). We refer many people who have short term transport needs to the HTU who then may broker
TBBCT to deliver the service. Last year we worked together to support hundreds of people with health
transport needs. I’d like to thank Julie Dodds, the Manager of HTU and her team, with a special thanks
to Lyn Tod who is our contact in the HTU office.
TBBCT Management is working with the North Coast Community Transport Forum to form an alliance,
in order to be tender ready for 2015, as the funding landscape is changing. In late 2013 the
Commonwealth HACC program called an open tender for HACC growth funding. This is unusual and
signals a more competitive environment for NGO’s, the not-for-profit-sector, and competition from the
private sector for Community Transport and other HACC funding in the future, for which TBBCT really
needs to prepare.
Our offices
In Tweed shire, we moved from our small office to more substantial accommodation in South Tweed,
with garaging for 6 cars (at a squeeze). We have quickly filled the office space and now have staff
available and excellent resources in Tweed to support our clients, volunteers and employees.
In Ballina, we have an office in the Kentwell Community Centre, which also has meeting and training
rooms and is a hub for community services in the shire. In 2012 we commenced leasing an industrial
unit in Ballina to garage our fleet, and for document storage. The Ballina depot has been very handy for
our drivers and fleet manager, enabling the secure garaging of our vehicles out of the weather. On the
first day of the lease we were able to carry out simple repairs to one of the buses at the depot, under
cover, out of the pouring rain, which immediately demonstrated the value of these new premises to the
organisation.
Byron is the hub for our computer network and phone system. Our IP phone system has been
operational for 3 years now- it enables flexibility – anyone in any office can answer any call coming
through, and messages can be checked from any location, making communication with us simple and
efficient. We now have 2 community cars in the Byron shire, parking and traffic is always an issue at
Byron Bay, especially in any holiday period, and we are currently negotiating with the Byron shire to
allow volunteer parking for extended periods whilst driving the Community cars.
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Unmet need
TBBCT office staff work hard to support as many people who contact us needing assistance with
transport as possible. Due to funding constraints, we cannot assist everyone, and must prioritise
referrals. Our data shows there is a large unmet need for transport related to health in the region. The
list of requests for transport we have refused this year includes:
 Flexible Transport for social activities
 Weekend and after hours transport
 Renal Dialysis transport out-of-area (e.g. Ballina residents needing to get to Lismore 3 x weekly)
 Long distance transport for block cancer treatment, radiotherapy and chemotherapy
 Transport to GP out of area, & out-of-area rehabilitation treatment
 Long distance transport for social or family obligations, and nursing home visits
 Transport from Nursing Homes residents to medical appointments
 Multiple transports (more than 4 per year) to Brisbane or long distance for specialist treatment
 Short notice discharge from hospitals and other short notice transport needs.
Funding
We continue to lobby for additional recurrent HACC transport funding for individuals and groups
because our core funding is insufficient to meet the growth in demand in our region.
Acknowledgements
I’d like to acknowledge our workforce. Our staff of 26 includes administration and coordination staff,
bus & car drivers and bus attendants, who are focussed on the delivery of quality services to our clients,
as well as providing support to our 140 volunteers, which in turn enables our volunteers to support our
clients. Providing such a large number of passenger trips to people who are frail aged, disabled or
disadvantaged can be an extremely complex process. There are times when a seemingly simple trip can
deteriorate into difficulty, testing the coordination skills of the office worker and the patience of the
driver. Buses are small mobile communities with many complex relationships that need volunteers and
staff with skillsets of patience, caring and problem solving. In trying situations, I have found our blended
team of volunteers and employees to be resilient, patient and good humoured, always with the best
interest of the client at heart. Many clients I talk to speak in glowing terms about the service and I am
proud to be a part of such a great team. I’d also like to acknowledge members of our workforce who
retired during this financial year, and a special acknowledgement to those who have passed away.
My heartfelt thanks to the TBBCT team,
Phil Barron,
Manager
21 November 2013

Chris, Tim and Roger, training in 2013
Linda at Manual Handling training
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Assistance dog Kane in the driving seat

Our Volunteers: (as at November 2013)
Margaret Albert, Maureen Baker (passed away 2013) Kenneth Bolt, Bob Bottrell, Merv Brady, Athol
Bright, Maria Bristow, Kevin Broadbent, Vance Brogan, Margaret Brown, Ken Brown, Mike Brown, Kevin
Byrne, Desiree Cansdale, David Catchpoole (retired 2013), Anne Cincotta, Glenn Cole, Sue Collins, Bruno
Crulz, Maureen Curlew, Ian Daniels, Barend De Klerk, Marg Dean, Lesley Demiris, Ellen Docherty,
Dravidian, Bill Durey, Denise Duroux, Norma Dwyer, Kevin Edwards, Margaret Ellis, Frances Eyre,
Michael Fisher, Sue Follent, Narelle Formica, Ruth Foster, Cheryl Garratt, Caleb Geary, Ronald Gibson
(retired 2012) Rick Godwin, Stephen Goodman, Bev Grace, Malcolm Green, Michael Grisedale, Jim
Hahn, Ted Hamilton, Dianne Harris, Bronwyn Heggarty, Connie Henderson, Don Hennessey, Paul Heylan,
Peter Higgins, Richard Hodgson, Susan Holt, Kuini Ihaka, Michael Jefferies, Bernard Jones, Bill Jordan,
Stan Kay, Kay Kent, June Kirkham, Gabriel Kobor, Sandra Larsson, Carolyn Latham, Frances Legg,
Francesca Leslie, Ian Lewis, Anne Mahaffey (retired 2012), David Mallett, Barbara Matthews, Christine
McGregor, Di McKee, Annie McKinnon, Jenny Meinel, Peter Millar, Diana Montgomery, Barbara Moss,
Brian Neale, Frank Nichol, Edward O'Brien, Linda O'Leary, Nancy O'Reilly, Roger Osborne, Veronica
Pansaru, Rick Paton, Shelagh Pepper, Minh, Phan, Robin Philp, Russell Pitcher, Joan Pratt, Carol Purnell,
Vicki Rayner, Jackie Reed, Dion Rhodes, Jill Ridgewell, Sam Ridgewell, Mark Roberts, Gail Robertson
(passed away 2013), Brian Schweitzer, Tony Searl, Peggy Selby, Trish Simmons (retired 2013) Janette
Sleba, Robert Small, Edric Smith, Jackie Specht, Beverley Staughton, Joan Swinbourne (retired 2012)
Heather Taylor, Margaret Tierney, Les Titmarsh, Donna Tyacke, Moya Tunsted (retired 2012), Alena
Vavra, Wally Ventura, Leo Vlemming, Barbara Waters (retired 2013), Fred Wedesweiler, Marjorie Wells,
Susan Wharton, Judy Williams, Trish Williamson, Joan Wilcox (retired 2012), Joyce Wilson, Ian Wingad,
Carolyn Wise, Leonard Woodhouse, Rhys Wright, Bill Wykeham, Warren Yardy
Our employees:
Melissa Armstrong, Steve Breckenridge (passed away in 2013) Brenda (retired in 2012), David Chartres,
Chris Coorey, Judith Curry, Kathryn Dietrich, Kasey Donnelly, Joe Dunster, Brian Earley, Artie Ferguson
(retired in 2012) , Eunice Hartley, Faizel Hassan, Robert Hunt, Dave Kapeen, Rob Knight, Amanda
Lucantonio, Nettie McMahon (retired in 2013), Terry Martin, Tamara Moon, Coralie Moore, Barbara
Moss, Angus Mundine, Linda O’Leary, Jill Ridgewell, Grahame Rodgers, Sue Ruhl, Ros Thornton (retired
in 2013), Bernie Tier, Judy Volz, Fred Wedesweiler, Jenny Young
TBBCT Management Committee:
John Commens – President
Ray Thompson – Deputy President
Ken Montgomery – Treasurer
Michael Dilli – Secretary
Sue Follent – Committee Member
Mark Moore - Committee Member
Paul O’Reilly – Committee member
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A group of volunteers and staff with Tweed fleet Cars

Volunteer Drivers Len, Christine and Garry in Tweed
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2013 Annual Report
Aboriginal Transport
To the board of management and TBBCT members, I would like to take this opportunity to advise you all
that it has been a great year for Aboriginal transport. I believe the Aboriginal community is well aware
of our organisation and how we can assist them in their access and transport issues. I believe our staff
has a great rapport with the majority of our Aboriginal clients. As you know we had a death of one of
our drivers earlier in the year and this had a big impact on our Ballina office, and I am working closely
with Phil to ensure our replacement driver has the right qualities to work with us. This report will inform
you of the things we have achieved during the past twelve months and how we are continuing to grow
and develop better relationships with other service providers in our area. I look forward to continuing
the great work we have started.

Painting by Sean Kay

Medicare Local MOU – developing MOU: - I have had discussions with Emma Walke from Medicare
Local to establish a “Memorandum of Understanding” with our organisation to ensure Aboriginal and/or
Torres Strait Islander clients, eligible for their program get the transport required and that payments are
made at an agreed time.
Developing art work for “Bizibee” in the Tweed Shire: - We received an offer from Ben Riley, Transport
N.S.W, to put some Aboriginal artwork on one of our buses. We chose our “Bizibee” 12 seater as the bus
to display the artwork. We asked the elders from the Tweed area for consent to do this and also to talk
to Sean Kay about doing the artwork; after viewing his art the elders agreed and the process began. We
also utilized the skills of the Northern Rivers Arts Aboriginal Coordinator for this project from an artist’s
perspective.
Application for an Aboriginal Youth Transport officer: - With support from the Tweed Shire Council’s
youth transport officer and the Tweed Yarn Up group, we were able to develop and present Ben Riley
with an application for a new position.
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Developing relationships with National Disability Services: - I am currently working with and attending
the Aboriginal Disability Network meetings and also re-establishing my relationship with the national
First Peoples Disability organisation.
Developing a possible service relationship with First Sun Employment agents: - We were contacted by
“First Sun” Employment Network to assist with transport for employment, but our discussion then
switched to “Licensing”. Faizel and I have been having regular meetings to progress this opportunity.
Ballina Shire Transport working group: - I have been attending the newly established Ballina Shire
public transport committee meetings.
Attending and participating in Aged & Disability Expos: - The Aged & Disability Expos are an important
place to advise community members of our service and to receive feedback from clients about our
service. It is also a great opportunity for networking and building relationships with other services.
Participate in the developing of transport for Correctional Centre visits: - We have been very
instrumental in the developing of a transport service with the NSW Correctional Services for family
members to visit those in custody.
ATN now registered as a national body: - The Aboriginal Transport Network is now a national body and
I believe this is a great achievement and I see my current role has come to an end there. I have
therefore retired from both the ATN & CTO boards that I have been involved with for the past 10 years.
Continuing to promote our service to Bullinah and Yarn up: - I continue to attend both the Ballina
Goorie Services Action Group and the Tweed Yarn Ups to promote our services and our need for
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander drivers.
Yours in unity
David L. Kapeen, Aboriginal Transport Development Officer
The charts below show Aboriginal trips in each shire by funding body:

Byron Shire

2
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26%
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HRT
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57%
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16%

451
5%

OTHER
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1780
83%

OTHER
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HACC

OTHER

Tweed Shire

56
3%

D of Trans

HRT

4085
42%

D of Trans

87
216
4%
10%

Ballina Shire

NAIDOC week celebration Byron Bay

TBBCT bus in the NAIDOC March in Ballina

Tamara and Phil with Tweed Elders presenting Sean Kay’s
artwork

Disembarking Alstonville shopping bus

Amanda and Tamara at Tweed Seniors Expo

Orientation to the WAV
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From the Fleet Manager’s Desk
2013 has been an amazing year of growth. Increase in client service demand has kept our vehicles
constantly on the move, even with hiccups through it all we have delivered an on time near perfect
service record, a testimony to volunteers and staff alike contributing as one; a sincere thanks to all!
The last 18 months has seen our fleet numbers increase by 8 bringing the total of buses and cars to 23.
The ease in managing these vehicles is a tribute to all the drivers who have responsibly cared for and
micro managed the cars/buses through reports, clear communication, personal care-taking and at times
going beyond the call of duty. Our instantly recognized uniformed vehicles, white with the TBBCT logo
and numbers has brought praise from other service providers, distinguishing our service as a
professional and well presented organization, setting a benchmark in Community Transport.
With an ever increasing ageing population the future feels filled with opportunity for positive growth,
more services and more vehicles and with that more volunteer drivers.
Personally, it has been a pleasure interacting with the TBBCT Community. I work closely with Amanda,
the Bus Administrator, managing the overall coordination of our buses and together we have had lots of
learning and good times throughout the year. We both look forward to the New Year, growing and
being of service to TBBCT.
Have a bright, wonderful and safe end of year break. I cannot wait to do it all over again (with
improvements) in 2014.
With Thanks,
Faizel Hassan
Fleet Manager
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The Batbus Annual Report

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING REPORT 2013
2013 was another successful year for the Batbus with a variety of journeys happening and the great
news of an extra $5000 per year of recurrent funding. This money will make a big difference to our
budget as operating costs have increased and we are updating our website.
VOLUNTEERS
BAT is extremely fortunate to have community minded people of the calibre of Ian and Isabel Lewis
assisting the Batbus and YAXI. They have generously given up many hours to drive and chaperone the
bus for young people. Unsurprisingly they are extremely popular with the passengers, their parents and
other bus operators. Ian has continued with his role of relief worker for BAT and YAXI, his firsthand
knowledge of the service, combined with his experience in running a hire vehicle company has been
invaluable.
BATGROUPS
BAT has continued to involve many young people in the Batbus groups, held at Mullumbimby and Byron
Bay High Schools. These students advise BAT on issues affecting young people and on Batbus policies. As
users of the service their input is highly desirable and valuable. They spread information about BAT to
their friends and help maintain the profile of the service. To have these young residents contribute to
the development and running of the service ensures that the Batbus meets the needs of the client
group. For these young people involvement in our community organisation gives them experience and
skills that they can use when they leave school, I have written a number of references for them. We had
a great Christmas Party this year and went to Movieworld, which resulted in a lot of laughs.
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BUSES
BAT hires vehicles from Community Transport but also from commercial bus companies depending on
the size of the group and time of day. While TBBCT is our main source of vehicles we also have built an
excellent working relationship with Tour Operators and Bus Companies. Chartering these vehicles not
only brings income to their business but educates young people and their families about options for bus
hire in the region. We also use Maxi Taxis for some smaller size trips. The brokerage model that BAT
uses keeps running costs low and options for vehicles high that is so important in our ability to meet
demand.
TRAINING
I attended 2 training courses this year. One was measuring Soft Outcomes that is more about how
people feel about the service rather than the usual number crunching statistics. The other was on Social
Media that opened a whole new world for me, one that our target group of 12 to 25 year olds are very
familiar with. It has been a steep learning curve but a very interesting one.
COMMUNITY TRANSPORT TEAM
BAT relies on the contribution of the workers at Community Transport. The team at the office is a huge
support and I value their input greatly. They are often the face of the service to the public and when bus
operators need to submit invoices and charter contributions and I receive excellent feedback about the
service in the office. While everyone there is a delight to work with, Phil Barron and Sue Ruhl stand out
for their generosity with their time and experienced opinions. It has also been wonderful to have Dave
Kapeen to assist and advise with the needs of Aboriginal young people in the Shire.
WEBSITE
Batbus is in the process of improving its website and the upgrade will make it look more interesting and
professional. We are also embracing the internet and social networking and have developed a new
Facebook Page.
CONCLUSION
The Batbus has provided social and recreational transport for the youth of Byron Shire for 21 years and
we are very proud of this achievement and its excellent reputation within our community. We believe
Batbus has a strong future ahead of it and that hundreds of young people will continue to benefit from
the service.
Melissa Armstrong,
Coordinator BAT.

Melissa and Faizel at Ballina Stalls Day
NAIDOC 2013
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YAXI Annual Report
YAXI has continued to provide diverse types of journeys for the youth of Ballina Shire. The variety of
where the journeys originate from, the destinations and the ages of the passengers reflect that we are
able to assist a broad cross section of the Ballina Shire community.
Previous promotional work in the schools has had an ongoing effect. Regularly, when new applicants are
asked how they heard about our service, they report my visit to their school. Word of mouth is also
nominated and these positive recommendations are a sign of the good will that exists with YAXI. Indeed
parents and passengers frequently let me know how grateful they are for the service as it enables the
youth to get to venues safely and at an affordable price. YAXI was relieved to receive an increase on the
budget of $5000 per annum recurrently.
I know that YAXI is often accessed via the website www.yaxi.com.au as applications are submitted
through it. It is a convenient way for passengers to find information about the service and apply for trips
using the online application form.
We have been very pleased that the Ballina Shire Aboriginal community has used the service for
different types of events. We are keenly aware that young people residing in Cabbage Tree Island and
neighbouring areas can be very isolated and can have difficulty accessing transport. Dave Kapeen has
been an asset to communication between the community and our service and I would like to thank him
for his input and continued support. We also attended NAIDOC week in Ballina, which was a great way
to meet people and spread the word about YAXI.
I have been a member of the Ballina Shire Transport Working Group and have discussed issues and
concerns regarding transport in the Shire. Good working relations are also being developed with the
local bus and taxi companies.
The office support has been integral to the success of YAXI with Phil, Sue, Jenny and the rest of the team
always prepared to give their time. We have been fortunate that Ian Lewis has volunteered to drive on
some YAXI trips. Ian has also been employed as the relief Coordinator when I have taken leave. His
knowledge of the service and the vehicles is a great asset.
To conclude YAXI has had a year of strong patronage with both new and return passengers and we
believe that it will continue to build on its good reputation in the future.
Melissa Armstrong
YAXI Coordinator

Melissa awarded by Byron
Shire Council
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